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W
hen the first Fun 
Factory store in 
Taiwan opened in 
Tianmu two years 
ago, the store 
displayed photos 
of the Layaspot, 
a top-seller, in 
its window. Men 

caught sight of the gadget and 
wandered in.

“They thought it was a new 
cellphone and wanted to see 
what other high-tech electronics 
we had,” says Alice Chang (張
春雲), the assistant manager of 
gicogico, which imports Fun 
Factory products to Taiwan.

Fun Factory does sell 
vibrating devices that help 
people make connections, but 
they aren’t cell phones. The 
stores specialize in high-quality, 
design-minded sex toys imported 
from Germany. 

One of the brand’s top 
sellers is the Delight, which 
won the prestigious Red Dot 
Design Award in 2008. The 
ergonomically-shaped vibrator 
is curved to hit the G-spot, a 
sensitive zone on the front wall 
of the vagina, has adjustable 

speeds and comes with a small 
box that doubles as a recharger. 

Gicogico originally sold the 
Fun Factory toys online in order 
to gauge consumer reactions in 
Taiwan, where attitudes toward 
sex toys tend to be somewhat 
conservative, says Chang.

“We wanted to promote the 
Fun Factory brand in Asia, while 
giving people the chance to open 
their minds and find a whole new 
way to enjoy themselves,” she 
says. 

good vibrations

As the products gained in 
popularity, demand for a brick-
and-mortar location increased 
and the Tianmu store was 
opened in 2006. There are 
now three Fun Factory stores 
in Taiwan, including a shop 
in the East District near the 
intersection of Dunhua South 
(敦化南) and Zhongxiao East (忠
孝東) roads. The Fun Factory 
stores and Web site (www.
funfactory.com.tw) carry 300 
products in total, including 
massage oils from US brand 
Kama Sutra, books, lingerie and 
costumes. 

One of the Fun Factory brand’s 
tenets is that sex toys should 
not be kept under wraps. The 
brightly lit storefronts embrace 
that philosophy but are discreet 
enough so that shoppers do 
not have to worry about being 
gawked at while sampling some 
self-warming body oil or testing 
the vibrating speed 
of a Twist ’N’ Shake. All Fun 
Factory toys are made from 
silicone, which is hypoallergenic 
and easy to clean, and can be 
molded into the whimsical, 
brightly colored designs that are 
another Fun Factory trademark. 

Vibrators come shaped like 
grinning dolphins, friendly ghosts 
and chubby caterpillars, which 
is appealing to people who may 
not be comfortable with having 
a true-to-life silicone casting of 
a stranger’s erect appendage in 
their nightstand drawers. The 
brand’s impish Loverings, or cock 
rings, have a pair of angel wings 
or a bright-red flame attached. 

The designs serve more than 
an aesthetic purpose.

The caterpillar-shaped Baby 
Bug Minivibe “is one of our 
best-selling designs,” says Chang. 

“Women like the ridges on its 
body and its bumpy feet, which 
provide extra stimulation.” 

Small vibrators like the 
Minivibe are particularly popular 
among first-time users. The 
speed of each toy is adjustable, 
from a gentle, pleasant hum to a 
more exciting buzz. Chang also 
recommends external vibrators, 
like the aforementioned 
Layaspot (NT$1,980), which is 
shaped to gently cup a woman’s 
body or the I Rub My Duckie 
by US company Big Teaze Toys 
(marked down to NT$499 for a 
limited time from NT$1,380), a 
bright yellow waterproof duck 
whose innocuous exterior belies 
its powerful vibrations. 

sexercise on the go

Not all of Fun Factory’s toys are 
battery operated.

Smartballs (NT$1,100) are a 
pair of attached silicone-covered 
spheres with small weights in 
their hollow interior. 

“After you insert them, you 
can walk around or maybe go 
exercising and the weights are 
free to swing around,” says 
Chang. Smartballs are popular 

among women who want to tone 
and tighten their vaginal muscles 
in addition to enjoying hidden 
titillation all day long.

Bendybeads, or anal beads, 
come in bright colors like lipstick 
red and royal blue and are ideal 
for couples. They should be 
slowly inserted with the help of 
lubricant and then slowly pulled 
out again for maximum effect.

“There are a lot of nerve 
endings back there,” says Chang. 
“For men, that is one of their 
most sensitive spots.” 

Women who want their own 
vibrators to multi-task can treat 
themselves to the Twist N’ Shake 
(NT$3,570), which has a beaded 
shaft for insertion that twists and 
turns at different speeds, and an 
attached external vibrator that 
stimulates the clitoris. 

While many of Fun Factory’s 
toys are geared towards women, 
Chang says that customers find 
new ways of using them. Women 
deploy vibrators on their male 
lovers, while lesbian couples 
combine dildos with harnesses. 

“Our company is always 
inspired by their creativity,” she 
says.

The whimsical designs and adorable nubs of Fun Factory’s products are more than just decorative.  
 photos courtesy of gicogico

FOR YOUR INFORMATION:

There are two Fun Factory stores in Taipei City

►EAST DISTRICT
Address: Across from 15, Alley 17, Ln 181, Zhongxiao E Rd Sec 
4, Taipei City (台北市忠孝東路四段181巷7弄15號對面). Located 
directly behind Luxy
Hours: 4pm to midnight
Telephone: (02) 8771-5195
  
►TIANMU  
Address: 2F, 188, Zhongcheng Rd Sec 2, Taipei City
(台北市忠誠路二段188號2F), in the Eslite building
Hours: 11am to 10pm
Telephone: (02) 2873-0966 X215

Addresses for the chain’s Kaohsiung branch and other stores 
that carry Fun Factory products can be found at www.funfactory.
com.tw or by calling gicogico’s main office at (02) 2254-2422

Couples and singles
alike can enjoy the German
brand’s design-minded sex
toys this Valentine’s Day

Fun Factory
hits the spot
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